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Principal Investigator: Malte Müller

Project Title: Towards a couple atmosphere-wave-seaice-ocean high resolution 
Arctic forecasting system

Extended abstract

Background 

The Norwegian  Meteorological  Institute,  is  operating  a  convectivion  permitting high-resolution  weather
prediction system for the European Arctic, with a 2.5km resolution and assimilation of various conventional
and  satellite  observations.  The  system has  been  systematically  evaluated  over  the  last  years  and  is  in
operation since November 2015 (Müller et al.  2017b). The forecasting system is based on the AROME
model, a 2.5km non-hydrostatic regional weather and climate model coupled to simplified sea-ice and ocean
models (Seity et al.  2011). The model developments are coordinated internationally within the European
HIRLAM-consortium.  MET Norway  has  long-standing  experience  to  apply  the  model  system to  high-
latitude conditions, concerning data assimilation of snow, coupling to wave, sea-ice, and snow models (Süld
et al. 2015, Batrak et al. 2018, Batrak and Müller 2018,2019). 

In the framework of the Nansen Legacy Project (2018 - 2023), the Norwegian Meteorological Institute is
extending the AROME Arctic model system by coupling the atmospheric component to wave, ocean, snow
and sea-ice models, by utilizing OASIS-MCT as part of the surface model SURFEX (Voldoire et al. 2017).
First milestones have been already reached by coupling to a multilayer snow model, which is in operation
since February 2019 (Batrak and Müller, 2019) and by an atmospheric sensitivity study to kilometer-scale
sea ice effects in the Marginal Ice Zone (Batrak and Müller, 2018).  AROME Arctic will be coupled to
CICE-ROMS  a coupled ocean - sea-ice model using Rutgers version of the ocean model ROMS and the Los
Alamos CICE5 ice model. This coupled modeling system is planned to be the new operational ocean - sea-
ice  model  system  at  MET Norway.  ROMS is  an  open  source  three-dimensional,  free-surface,  terrain-
following numerical model that solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the hydrostatic
and Boussinesq assumptions. CICE is an multi-category sea ice model with explicit representation of the sea
ice thickness distribution. This allows for detailed treatment of interactions between sea ice and the lower
atmosphere  that  are  important  in  a  coupled  model  framework.  The  wave  model  component  will  be
WAVEWATCH III®, which is the third generation wave model developed at NOAA/NCEP.

Figure 1: AROME Arctic domain

Scientific Plan:

The main goal of the project is to advance short-range forecast capabilities of weather, waves, ocean, and
sea-ice,  by coupling model  components in an physically consistent and operationally efficient way.  The
(stand-alone) forecasting systems for weather (AROME-Arctic), waves (WAVEWATCH III), ocean and sea-
ice (CICE-ROMS) are already set up in a pre-operational configuratiion  for the European Arctic domain
(Figure 1).  The model system components will  be experimentally coupled by utilizing the OASIS-MCT
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coupler.  Verification  methods  based  on  in-situ  and satellite  observations  for  all  model  components  are
developed (Müller et al. 2017ab, Melsom et al. 2019, Bohlinger et al. 2019).

We will perform sensitivity studies by testing various coupling strategies. These re-forecast experiments will
be used to statistically verify the forecasts and to explore high-impact events. A specific focus will be on the
Marginal Ice Zone, e.g. the predictability of  its extend by allowing for wave-seaice-atmosphere intereactions
and the feedback on atmospheric short-range weather forecasts. Towards the second half of the project, the
optimal use of the model coupling will also be assessed in an ensemble model framework.

In 2020 we will perform fully coupled model sensitivity experiments for a to be specified 2-month period.
We estimate that we will test about 5 different model setups with daily short-range forecasts. In 2021 and
2022, we will perform a number of 10-member ensemble forecast experiments focused on a 1-month period.
About two ensemble model experiments are planed.

Computational Costs and Storage:

High Performance
Computing Facility (SBUs)

Data Storage (GByte)

66 hour forecast with the 
coupled system

20 000 60 

Atmosphere and Ocean/Ice Data
assimilation

1200 5

5x deterministic eperiment, 2-
months 

6572000 20150

2x 10-member ensemble 
eperiment, 1-month

13144000 40300
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